Experience VELUS JET® for yourself
Hydro-jet massage near your!

Hydro-Jet Massage
The concept
Water with a temperature of 18  -  40 ° C is projected
to the underside of a natural rubber sheet at a pressure between 0. 5 bar and 7. 4 bar and with uniform
motions, thereby massaging the entire body along
different directions of movement. The user can
select from a wide range of different massage types.

Therapy

Prophylaxis

Operation
A VELUS JET® hydro-jet massage can be adapted
perfectly to your body and your specific requirements. You can set your body height as well as the
intensity and speed of the massage with a few taps
on the screen thanks to an intuitive and easy-touse interface. You will feel perfectly comfortable
throughout the treatment and experience deep relaxation that travels through your entire body!

The advantages
Enjoying an exclusive VELUS JET® hydro-jet massage
does not require you to change clothes or take a
shower afterwards. You simply lie down and relax
fully clothed on the VELUS JET® while your entire body is given a massage by a warm jet of water.
Since the treatment is gentle on your circulation,
your body will not need a long night‘s rest to
recover, either.
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Aesthetics

What is VELUS JET®
hydro-jet massage?
Imagine you are floating in total comfort on water
that has been warmed up to a pleasant temperature
while being massaged by invisible hands! You can
feel how a warm jet of water is kneading your tense
muscles before smoothing them our gently. And the
best part is: You do not even have to change clothes
and will not even get wet!
Equipped with one-of-a-kind 2-pump technology,
VELUS JET® is the only dry water massage bed that
comes with individually adjustable jets, allowing for a
large variety of massage types that come as close to a
manually administered massage as can be!
Proven to be highly effective in official studies,
VELUS JET® truly shines when it comes to prophylactic
relaxation massages as well as medical applications
that target a specific area.
Would you like to enjoy this experience for yourself?
Contact us, and we will treat you to the massage of
your dreams!

In what cases will VELUS JET®
hydro-jet massage help?
The beneficial therapeutic and prophylactic effect of
a VELUS JET® hydro-jet massage can be exploited for
a large variety of applications including
• Back and joint pain
• Muscle tensions (myogeloses)
• Cervical spine, thoracic spine and
lumbar disc syndrome
• Cervical migraine
• Muscular imbalances and fatigues
• Vegetative dystonia
• Stress pathologies & states of exhaustion
• Minor forms of fibromyalgia
• Non-inflammatory, rheumatic diseases
This type of massage will also stimulate your body‘s
defences and help prevent chronic diseases.

Relax and give your health a welcome
boost at the same time – VELUS JET®
makes it possible!
The effect of a VELUS JET® hydro-jet massage
• Improved circulation in muscles, skin and
connective tissue
• Regulation of muscle tone
• Joint relief
• Support of the body‘s own discharge functions
• Boost to your immune system
• Tightening of skin and connective tissue

